Since 170616, msys2 icu has been updated to version 59.1. Minimum Windows version for that is Windows 7, so support for Vista will be dropped on next msys2 environment version after 170616. In S2_6 the minimum Windows version is Vista, so there can be no further msys2 environment updates to that branch, unless some critical issue forces us to do so at the cost of losing Vista support.

History

#1 - 2017-07-05 11:21 PM - Marko Lindqvist
- Bring back 32bit builds

There's something weird with the icu version number. The dlls are still 58 though package name is 59. Either way, there's no change since msys2-170616, so the update is not bumping the requirements.

#2 - 2017-07-05 11:22 PM - Marko Lindqvist
- Status changed from New to In Progress
- Sprint/Milestone changed from 3.0.0 to 2.6.0-beta1

#3 - 2017-07-06 10:03 PM - Marko Lindqvist
- File 0001-Update-msys2-environment-to-170707-level.patch added
- Status changed from In Progress to Resolved

#4 - 2017-07-08 07:48 PM - Marko Lindqvist
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed
- Assignee set to Marko Lindqvist

#5 - 2017-07-11 03:05 PM - Marko Lindqvist
btw. The icu version confusion was because icu version of the build environment itself was updated to 59.1. Build target icu is still 58.2.